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Isotactic polypropylene (iPP) samples produced via Ziegler–Natta catalysts (iPPZN) and metallocene catalysts (iPPM) we
nvestigate the effects of molecular weight and molecular weight distribution on the phase diagram for iPP–diphenyl ether syste

orphology of membranes made from these systems. It was found experimentally that the molecular weight and molecular weight
nfluenced the location of the cloud point curve and the morphology of membranes produced via thermally induced phase sepa
nfluence on the cloud point curve was attributed to entropic and enthalpic considerations. The influence on membrane morph
ttributed to differences in the growth period (resulting from a shift in the cloud point and dynamic crystallization curves) and diffe
ystem viscosity. All of these factors are related to the type of catalyst used to produce the iPP.

eywords:Polypropylene–diphenylether phase diagram; Polypropylene; TIPS process

. Introduction

Polypropylene has a wide variety of commercial uses as a
ommodity polymer[1–3]. One such use includes polypropy-
ene membranes for applications that require good mechan-
cal properties, thermal stability, and chemical resistance
4–7].

Using commercial isotactic polypropylene (iPP), many
tudies have been carried out on membrane preparation by
he thermally induced phase separation (TIPS) process. This
rocess was invented by Castro[8]. Wagener and co-workers

9] reported about the influences of type of polymer, poly-
er concentration, cooling rate, type and molecular weight
f diluent on pore structure. Later, Lloyd et al.[10–12]

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +56 2 6784188; fax: +56 2 6991084.
E-mail address:wyave@ing.uchile.cl (W. Yave).

investigated the effect of the system’s thermodynamic i
actions, cooling conditions, phase separation mechanism
on membrane structure. Matsuyama et al.[13] studied the
effect of the polypropylene molecular weight on membr
structure, and showed that the binodal curve shifts to l
temperatures as the polymer molecular weight is decre
They also investigated the kinetics of the TIPS process[14].
Lee et al.[15] also showed that the binodal curve decre
with decreasing polypropylene molecular weight. McG
et al.[16] studied the coarsening process for droplets for
by the phase separation, simulated the coarsening pr
and showed that the coarsening rate theoretically obt
agreed well with the experimental data.

As outlined above, polypropylene membrane prepara
has been studied extensively to understand the phase
ration behavior in the TIPS process and how that relat
membrane morphology. However, in all the studies traditi
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commercial polypropylenes prepared using Ziegler–Natta
catalysts have been used. Research has found that these cat-
alyst systems can be used to produce polymers that differ
in both tacticity and molecular weight. The discovery and
development of metallocenes catalysts initiated an enormous
interest in the polymerization of olefins and their appli-
cation [17–22]. These catalysts are capable of producing
polymers with a well-defined microstructure, such as iso-
tactic, syndiotactic, stereoblock, etc., with similar molecular
weight and defect distribution[23–28]. Therefore, the dif-
ference between commercial polypropylene obtained with a
Ziegler–Natta catalyst and with a metallocene is the molecu-
lar weight distribution and crystalline morphology[29–31].

On the other hand, iPP is a polymer with unique mor-
phological properties, and the relationship of configurational
chemistry, chemical species, and physical states interact to
determine the stable phases and thermodynamic properties.
Little has appeared in the open literature describing the prop-
erties of iPP prepared with metallocene catalysts.

It is well known that in membrane preparation by
the TIPS process, the thermodynamic properties of the
polymer–diluent system can affect the final morphology
[8–13,32]. Phase diagrams provide much information on
phase behavior of the polymer–diluent system, and they are
important to understand the resulting morphology of the
membranes. Molecular weight and molecular weight distri-
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

A total of six polypropylene samples were used in this
work. Three were commercial iPPZN and three were iPPM
prepared in our laboratory with metallocene catalysts[33].
The molecular weight properties (̄Mw and M̄w/M̄n) deter-
mined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) and the
thermal properties (Tm and �Hf ) obtained by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) are given inTable 1.

Diphenylether (DPE) from Aldrich was used without
further purification as diluent for membrane preparation.
Methanol (Aldrich) was used to extract the DPE from the
polymer matrix.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Phase diagrams
To obtain the phase diagrams, solid polymer–diluent sam-

ples with different concentrations were prepared as outlined
in the next section of this paper. A portion of the solid sam-
ple was loaded into capillary tubes; the capillary tube was
purged with nitrogen, sealed to prevent oxidation, and heated
in a 9100 (Merck) electrothermal equipment at 453 K. After
waiting for at least 5 min to ensure complete melting, the
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ution can have significant impact on the location and s
f the phase diagram and therefore on the final memb
orphology. These effects have not previously been stu
nd membrane preparation from iPP obtained by metallo
atalysts has not been reported.

The present work was intended to show how the cat
ype affects the phase diagram and membrane morph
hrough molecular weight and molecular weight distribut
ommercial polymers obtained via Ziegler–Natta cata

iPPZN) were used, as well as polymers produced in
aboratories with metallocene catalyst (iPPM). Phase
rams were obtained for six polymer–diluent systems in o

o study the effect of molecular weight distribution on
ocation of the binodal and melting point depression cu

embranes were prepared from the two polymer–dil
ystems and the final morphologies were compared u
canning electron microscopy (SEM). In addition, dro
rowth kinetics was monitored for the polymer–diluent s

ems to determine the effects of molecular weight distribu
n the kinetics of structure development.

able 1
asic properties of the isotactic polypropylenes

aterials M̄w (kg/mol) M̄w/M̄

PPZN-340 (FINA) 340 4.0
PPZN-260 (Petroquim) 260 4.5
PPZN-160 (Petroquim) 160 4.4
PPM-340 (U-Chile) 340 1.8
PPM-260 (U-Chile) 260 1.9
PPM-160 (U-Chile) 160 1.8
amples were cooled at 10 K/min. The cloud point was d
ined visually by noting the first appearance of turbi
nder optical eyeglasses incorporated in the electrothe
quipment. The values obtained are presented as the
etic mean of the three measurements; the error wa

han 2 K.
Dynamic crystallization temperatures were determ

alorimetrically using a Modulated TA Instruments DSC
ifferential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC). In this case
amples were prepared in the same way as above, b
ooling was done suddenly in liquid nitrogen to ensu
omogeneous solid solution. Then, a small portion of
olid solution was cut and used for the thermal analysis
ooling rate of 10 K/min.

.2.2. Membrane preparation and SEM analysis
The TIPS process was used to prepare the membr

his method has been described by Lloyd et al.[5,10].
olymer–diluent samples (20 wt.% polymer) with an ant

dant (IRGANOX1010/IRGAFOS168, 0.02 wt.%) were p

Tm �Hf (J/g) Crystallinity (%)

439 85.6 41.1
438 85.7 41.0
443 94.9 45.4

425 85.8 41.0
424 90.9 43.5
423 93.0 44.5
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pared in a test tube that was purged with nitrogen and sealed
to prevent oxidation. The test tube was placed in an oven
at 453 K for 48 h to homogenize the solution, and was then
immersed in liquid nitrogen in order to induce solidification.
A small portion of the solid solution was taken and placed on
a circular thin film of aluminum (thin film sample of 500�m
and 5 cm of diameter) and covered with Teflon. This assem-
bly was heated in an oven at 453 K for 5 min, and it was then
cooled immediately by immersion in ice water. Loss of DPE
during this stage was experimentally determined to be less
than 3 wt.%. Finally, DPE in the membrane was extracted
with methanol, and the methanol was evaporated to produce
microporous membranes.

Membrane structures were examined by TESLA BS343A
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) at an accelerating volt-
age of 15 kV. The samples were fractured in liquid nitrogen,
and a small piece was coated with gold in vacuum to examine
the membrane cross-section.

2.2.3. Droplet growth process
The droplet growth process was studied using a hot stage

(Mettler FP82HT), which was placed on the platform of an
optical microscope (Nikon Optiphot2-Pol), and controlled
by a central processor (Mettler FP90). The image from the
microscope was converted in video signal with a digital cam-
era and controller (MTI CCD72). The video signal was passed
t uter,
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The iPPZN and iPPM samples have pairs that match
in terms of weight average molecular weights (M̄w).
However, they differ in molecular weight distribution: the
iPPM samples have narrow molecular weight distribution,
approximately 2, compared to the iPPZN samples, which
have distribution greater than 4. Thus, the samples differ
in number average molecular weight (M̄n). Therefore, the
shift of the cloud point curve can be attributed in part to an
entropy contribution. Matsuyama et al.[13] and Lee et al.
[15] also showed similar results when they used commercial
iPP with different molecular weights, and attributed the
difference to entropy effects.

To understand the shift of the cloud point curve in more
detail, the interaction parameterχwas calculated based on the
Flory–Huggins theory[34,35]. In this theory the interaction
parameter is important for understanding the phase diagram,
and it makes possible to know if the contributions are due to
entropy or enthalpy.

McGuire[36] proposed a simple method for extrapolating
the liquid–liquid phase boundary from experimental cloud
point data. He shows two equations,(1) and(2), describing
the polymer’s chemical potential in the two separate phases
(binodal line):

[(φβ
2)

2 − (φα
2)2]χ = ln

(
1 − φα

2
β

)
+
(

1 − 1

r

)
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hrough a For.A Video Timer, and broadcast to a comp
here the image was monitored with StreamPix digital v

ecorder software. Finally, to obtain the average droplet
f the polymer-poor phase, image analysis software was

For optical microscope analysis a small amount of
olymer–diluent solid solution with 20 wt.% in polymer (p
ared as described above) was sandwiched between two
over slips separated by a 50�m thick Teflon spacer.

. Results and discussions

The molecular weight distribution for iPPZN was differ
rom that of iPPM, as shown inTable 1. The thermal prop
rties show that the iPPZN samples have significantly hi
elting temperatures than the iPPM samples of the sameM̄w.
his difference has been attributed to the polypropylenes

ng different isotacticities[23].

.1. Phase diagrams

The phase diagrams for iPPZN–DPE and iPPM–DPE
ems of the samēMw are shown inFig. 1(a), (c), and (e)
espectively. They show a liquid–liquid region, a solid–liq
egion, a dynamic crystallization curve, and a monote
oint (intersection between the liquid–liquid boundary

he dynamic crystallization curve) at approximately 40 w
he diagrams show that the cloud point curves and the

ibrium crystallization curves are shifted only slightly
igher temperatures for the iPPZN–DPE systems.
s

1 − φ2
(1)

[(1 − φ
β
2)

2 − (1 − φα
2)2]χ = ln

(
φα

2

φ
β
2

)
+ (r − 1)(φα

2 − φ
β
2)

(2)

herer is the ratio of the polymer’s molar volume to t
iluent molar volume,φα

2 the polymer’s volume fraction i

he polymer-poor phase, andφ
β
2 the polymer volume fractio

n the polymer-rich phase.
Converting the experimental cloud point data from we

ercent to volume fraction and then using these asφ
β
2

nd simultaneously solving Eqs.(1) and (2), the interac
ion parameters can be calculated. These paramete
hown against the reciprocal of temperature inFig. 1(b), (d)
nd (f). In these plots, it is seen that theχ parameters ar
lightly shifted to higher values in the iPPZN–DPE tha
he iPPM–DPE system. This would mean that there is
ome enthalpy contribution, since if all the data were on
ine, the shift would be only due to entropy contributio
13,37,38].

To verify this conclusion, the interaction parameters
he different systems are plotted inFig. 2(a) and (b). All the
ata for each system (iPPZN and iPPM) fall approxima
n one straight line. In this way the interaction param
esults show that when iPP of the same type (synthe
ith either Ziegler–Natta or metallocene catalysts) are u

he shift is not observed.
Finally, to quantify the entropy and enthalpy contri

ions in some way, the interaction parameter can be ass
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Fig. 1. (a), (c) and (e) Phase diagrams; (b), (d) and (f) interaction parameterχ for the iPP–DPE system (Ziegler–Natta and metallocene iPP).

to have a temperature dependence of the following form
[32,36–39]:

χ = a + b

T
(3)

whereT is the absolute temperature,a represents an entropy
contribution, andb represents an enthalpy contribution. The
interaction parametersχ determined for each system from
cloud point data using McGuire’s method have been fitted to
Eq.(3), and they can be written as Eqs.(4) and (5):

• iPPZN–DPE system

χ = −1.26+ 730

T
(4)

• iPPM–DPE system

χ = −1.05+ 630

T
(5)

Comparinga andb values in these equations indicates that
the enthalpy contribution is more positive in the iPPZN–DPE

Fig. 2. Interaction parameter for: (a) iPPZN–DPE system, and (b) iPPM–DPE system.
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Fig. 3. Final morphology of the membranes prepared from 20 wt.% of polymer: (a) iPPZN-260; and (b) iPPM-260.

than in the iPPM–DPE system. This means that in the
iPPZN–DPE system polymer–diluent interactions are less
favored; therefore, the cloud point curve is shifted to higher
temperatures[38,40–42]. However, it can be seen that there
is a smaller entropy contribution in the iPPM–DPE system
compared to the iPPZN–DPE system.

In this way, the slight shift of the cloud point curve
attributed to the enthalpy contribution can be explained by
the difference in the type of iPP used. This is due to the differ-
ence in stereoregularity and regioregularity between iPPZN
and iPPM[30,31]. Bond et al.[23,43] showed that tactic-
ity and polymorphism clearly affect the equilibrium melting
temperature. On the other hand, it is well known that iPPZN
generally crystallizes in the stable�-form, and iPPM crys-
tallizes more easily in the�-form [30]. So probably these
differences in microstructure and polymorphism can affect
the melt blending of iPP in DFE, since the effect of polymer
intra-chain contacts on the interaction parameter is important
in these systems[38,44].

3.2. Membrane morphology

Fig. 3shows the resulting morphology of two membranes
made using the procedure outlined above: one from iPPZN-
260 and one from iPPM-260. The two polymers used here
h ¯ i-
b how
s rmed
v as
c

Two factors contribute to the final pore size: droplet growth
rate and duration of the growth period. The growth rate
depends on the viscosity of the system (the higher the viscos-
ity, the slower the growth), while the growth period depends
on the cooling rate and the temperature difference between
the binodal and crystallization curve[16]. The cooling rate
was essentially the same for the samples shown, but the differ-
ence between the binodal and crystallization curve is slightly
greater for the iPPM–DPE system than for the iPPZN–DPE
system. At 20 wt.% of polymer, the temperature difference
in the iPPM–DPE system is 30 K, while the temperature dif-
ference in the iPPZN–DPE system is 25 K. This difference
would allow the droplets a longer time to grow in the iPPM
sample and produce larger pores.

Droplet growth rate is dependent on the matrix phase vis-
cosity. A low viscosity in iPPM–DPE system could allow
a faster droplet growth than the iPPZN–DPE system. The
viscosity of the iPPZN was experimentally measured and
determined to be approximately 1.3 times higher than iPPM;
other authors report similar results[45,46], and thus larger
pores could be produced in the iPPM sample for this effect.
Therefore, both longer growth period and lower viscosity
contribute to the iPPM sample having larger pores than the
iPPZN sample.

3

nal-
y rried
o

ave the sameMw, but different molecular weight distr
utions (the iPPZN being broader). Both membranes s
pherical pores, indicating that the membranes were fo
ia liquid–liquid TIPS[13]; however, the iPPM sample h
onsiderably larger pores than the iPPZN sample.
.3. Droplet growth process

To confirm the previous conclusion, droplet growth a
sis for iPPZN–DPE and iPPM–DPE systems was ca
ut.
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Fig. 4. Average droplet size for different iPP–DPE system for a polymer concentration of 20 wt.%, with cooling rate of 20 K/min: (a) cooled until 10 K lower
than binodal curve, and (b) in non-isothermal condition until 293 K.

In this experiment, the sample on the hot stage was heated
at 20 K/min from room temperature to 413 K, then, it was
maintained for 5 min to remove the thermal history. In the
first experiment, the sample was cooled at 20 K/min until 10 K
lower than binodal curve. And in the second experiment, the
sample (at 413 K) was cooled at 20 K/min to 293 K, in non-
isothermal conditions. The time zero was defined as the time
at which the phase separation starts.

Fig. 4 shows the time course of the average droplet size.
These plots were obtained using the image analysis of the
optical micrograph. In both cases, in isothermal and non-
isothermal experiments, the droplet sizes in iPPM are larger
than that in commercial iPPZN sample. These results can be
directly related with the pores size in the membrane, and
it can be attributed mainly to the two factors mentioned
above: the growth period, and the difference in molecular
weight distribution. The membrane pores are smaller than
the observed droplet size. Kim et al.[47] and Matsuyama et
al. [48] reported similar results, and they attributed the dif-
ference to shrinkage of the sample during diluent extraction
and drying processes.

4. Conclusions

TIPS
p and
m

oint
c the
i has
b . To
u tail,
t he
F s
w PE
s ue to
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c reg-
u and

to the differences in polymorphism of the isotactic polypro-
pylenes.

The type of iPP clearly affects the final morphology
of the membranes. Both membranes had a cellular struc-
ture, but the iPPZN membranes had smaller pores than
the iPPM sample. The difference in pores size was con-
firmed whit a droplet growth analysis, it was found that the
iPPM–DPE has a droplet growth rate faster than iPPZN–DPE
systems, and thus the droplet sizes in iPPM are bigger than
iPPZN.

This difference in droplet pore size was related to the
shorter growth period and higher viscosity for the iPPZN
system, but further research is needed to determine exactly
how these factors influence the morphology in these particu-
lar systems.
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etallocene catalysts.
The phase diagrams indicated that the cloud p
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PPZN–DPE than for the iPPM–DPE system. This shift
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